Mobilizing taxonomic data: the importance of user-centered design
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Through the NSF-Funded "Transforming
Taxonomic Interfaces" project, we are
working to understand the user
interaction and experience needs of
taxonomists – the biologists that organize,
describe, classify and name life on earth.
With an estimated 8.7 million (rapidly
disappearing) species on our planet, this
is no small task, and these are no small
data. Circumscribing and mobilizing this
semantically rich data is critically
important for modern biology, and thus, a
key challenge for modern academic
publishing.
Robust user interfaces are fundamental to
streamlining the pipeline from data
collection to publication of open data.
Here we explore user interface prototypes
that take advantage of underlying
semantic data (e.g. ontologies like
"PATO") to enhance the user experience,
minimize the labor of applying formal
ontologies, and increase the semantic
richness of the user's end product,
taxonomic descriptions. User-centered
design can greatly improve the potential
for successful interfaces, it follows that it is
therefore an integral part of publishing
open data.

Traditionally, taxonomists describe species through semi-structured prose narratives (1), illustrations (2) and character matrices (3).
“hind wing, presence of
guide setae [hairs] posterior
to hamuli [hooks that hook
the fore and hind wing
together] present,
basal cell of hind wing with
setal line present”
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Semantically enriched, natively digital data
are needed for rapid and broad dissemination
and computational approaches.

Taxonomists want to create born digital, semantically enriched data, but find the process of applying ontologies disruptive to
their highly qualitative, writing- and classification-based tradition of work. Instead of forcing taxonomists to become experts in
ontology development we envision a suite of user-centered tools designed to create annotations through native user interactions.
Anatomical
description
interfaces with
drag-and drop
annotations
make it easy to
build natural
language
descriptions
with semantic
underpinnings

A PATO-based typology of descripAon tasks guides
users to diﬀerent interfaces depending on their
work – and annotates their data behind-the-scenes
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This data is rich, but often not machine
readable, and current mechanisms for
producing semantically rich data are
cumbersome.

Natural language parsing interfaces would allow
users to type freely, and then select suggested
terms as appropriate. Visualizations would ensure
clarity and appropriate choice of terms.

These user-centered interfaces allow taxonomists to produce
semanAcally enriched data through workﬂows and gestures they
already use or are conceptually familiar with. SemanAcs
supporAng the persistence layer of the applicaAon(s) can be
used to serialize data to a variety of formats, from telegraphicstyle natural language, to Manchester/OWL representaAons, to
JSON. Our goal is to make mulAple publicaAon avenues possible
upon completely of the user's project.

